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RT 107 INLET STREAM SEDIMENT SOURCE STUDY 
INTRODUCTION 
Sediment in streams and lakes is deposited from 
eroding banks (a function of morphology and 
hydraulics) and/or eroding landscape features (a 
function of land use). Excess sediment in streams and 
lakes because of human activities can impact the health 
of aquatic ecosystems by embedding critical habitat for 
aquatic life and reducing light availability for plant 
growth. Sediment also carries with it nutrients (e.g., 
phosphorus) and other toxic contaminants (e.g., heavy 
metals) that can disrupt the ecological balance of 
aquatic ecosystems. Dominance of small sediment 
particle sizes (i.e., clays and silts) can further exacerbate 
these effects. 

The Rt 107 Inlet Stream is a tributary stream that flows 
northeast to the southern cove of Pleasant Lake, 
Deerfield, NH. Residents are concerned with the 
significant sediment deposition in the cove from the Rt 
107 Inlet Stream, which delivers large plumes of eroded 
sediment to the cove during storm events. Accumulated sediment in the cove has embedded critical shoreline 
habitat and reduced recreational access by residents due to the shallow water. Lack of consensus over lake level 
has exacerbated issues with shallow water in the cove as the lake has been further drawn down to alleviate high-
water shoreline erosion in other areas. Given these concerns, the Pleasant Lake Preservation Association (PLPA) 
is working to reduce sources of sediment erosion to the cove. FB Environmental Associates (FBE) was hired to 
investigate the drainage area to the cove and document the potential sources contributing to sediment 
accumulation in the cove. The results and recommendations from the investigation will be used as supporting 
documentation for a 319 implementation grant through the New Hampshire Department of Environmental 
Services (NHDES).  

METHODS 

On 7/5/2018, FBE technical staff, Laura Diemer and Margaret Burns, completed an investigation of the drainage 
area to the southern cove of Pleasant Lake. The investigation included a culvert survey (NH Stream Crossing 
Initiative, undated), a rapid geomorphic assessment (RGA; Maine DEP, 2009) of the Rt 107 Inlet Stream, and a 
stormwater drainage network survey (i.e., land use runoff, road shoulder/ditch erosion) along Rt 107 on both 
hillslopes to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream culvert. The Rt 107 Inlet Stream culvert crossing was assessed using the same 
metrics as the original assessment in 2016. Beginning at its outlet to Pleasant Lake, the technical team walked up 
the Rt 107 Inlet Stream and completed rapid surveys of representative reaches (wherever there was a major 
change in stream morphology). The team identified 10 reaches. Special attention was paid to sediment particle 
size and distribution, condition of banks (e.g., undercutting), in-stream sediment deposition (e.g., sand bars), etc. 
Each stream reach was rated on its condition. This provided insight on the sediment and flow dynamics of the 
stream and showed where major sediment issues were occurring along the stream. The team also mapped the 
stormwater drainage network (as best as possible through visual observation) leading from Rt 107 to the Rt 107 
Inlet Stream and documented areas with significant erosion.   

Significant sediment deposition to the southern cove of 
Pleasant Lake from the Rt 107 Inlet Stream is disturbing 
critical aquatic habitat and reducing recreational access by 
residents due to the shallow water. Photo Credit: FBE. 
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RESULTS 

RAPID GEOMORPHIC ASSESSMENT 

Leaning trees, exposed roots, bank scour, and steep bank 
angles are indicators of stream widening and were 
prominent throughout most of the Rt 107 Inlet Stream 
(Figures 1, 2). The Stability Index for those reaches 
experiencing widening processes were in transition or 
stressed, meaning that the stream is not stable and is 
moving to a new equilibrium state in response to 
environmental conditions. In this case, the stream is likely 
widening in response to backwatering behind the 
undersized Rt 107 culvert. Further, evidence of planimetric 
form adjustment by way of chute formation (Reaches 4-7) 
indicates that the main channel is unable to efficiently 
convey high flow volumes, so the excess water is etching out 
new channel courses as the water builds up behind the Rt 
107 culvert inlets.  

Aggradation processes were prominent in four reaches (3, 4, 
6, and 7) upstream of the Rt 107 culvert crossing; primary 
indicators included deposition in the overbank zone and on 
bars, along with siltation in pools and presence of lateral 
and mid-channel bars. Build-up of water behind the Rt 107 
culvert inlet slows and moves water laterally onto 
floodplains, allowing sediment to settle out on bars and 
banks. Fresh sand deposition was observed throughout 
most of the survey reaches, likely from the most recent prior 
storm event on 6/28/2018 (2.06”, KNHNORTH24, Weather 
Underground). The aggradation of significant amounts of 
woody debris, especially in Reach 4, suggests that flow 
volumes through this stream are high during large storm 
events.  

Degradation processes were prominent in three reaches (1, 
2, and 5) as evidenced by exposed tree roots and no bar 
formations. Reach 5 (upstream of the Rt 107 culvert 
crossing) was characterized by a slightly steeper grade 
(compared to downstream Reach 4) of cobble/boulder riffle-
run sequences with a steep left bank slope. The large storm 
a week prior to the survey generated high flows that sheared 
off rooted moss along the right bank of Reach 5. Reaches 1 
and 2 (downstream of the Rt 107 culvert crossing) were 
characterized by unstable banks. Reach 1 bank slopes were 
hardened artificially by a rock retaining wall, which had 
visible mortar erosion or collapsing/missing stones at 
outside bend points where flow velocities would be highest. 
The artificial channelization of Reach 1 (without natural, 

Evidence of widening (leaning trees, exposed roots, 
bank scour, and steep bank angles) along the Rt 107 
Inlet Stream (Reach 4).  

Evidence of aggradation (woody debris and sand/gravel 
deposits) along the Rt 107 Inlet Stream (Reach 4).  

Evidence of degradation (recent scour of rooted aquatic 
vegetation along right bank) along the Rt 107 Inlet 
Stream (Reach 5).  
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lower-sloped banks) allows water to flow through at high speed to deposit sediment in the cove. Water is seeping 
in the soils behind the retaining wall and causing slumping in the lawn, which will eventually cause bank collapse. 
Reach 2 bank slopes were scoured from high flows with a collapsing left bank and failing riprap on the right bank.  

Representative photos for each reach are provided in Attachment 1.  

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Index scores for aggradation, degradation, widening, and planimetric form adjustment processes observed for all 
surveyed reaches (1-10), ordered from downstream (Reach 1) to upstream (Reach 10). Vertical black line indicates location of 
Rt 107 road crossing. Refer to Figure 2 for reach locations.  

 

 
Evidence of degradation (collapsing retaining wall) 
along the Rt 107 Inlet Stream (Reach 1).  

Evidence of degradation (scoured left bank and exposed 
tree roots) along the Rt 107 Inlet Stream (Reach 2).  
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FIGURE 2. Map of Rt 107 Inlet Stream geomorphic survey results.  
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CULVERT SURVEY 

A survey of the Rt 107 culvert was completed by the New Hampshire Geological Survey (NHGS) on 7/4/2016, using 
the Statewide Asset Data Exchange System (SADES) Stream Crossing Assessment 6.0 method. Using the same 
methodology, FBE reassessed the condition of the Rt 107 culvert on 7/5/2018. Two 3-foot wide round concrete 
culverts with headwalls carry water under Rt 107 to the lake. The secondary culvert (left if facing downstream) 
outlets approximately 50 ft further downstream than the primary culvert (right), which spans just slightly beyond 
the width of the road. The inlet headwall condition was rated as poor due to scour undermining the structure. The 
outlet headwall condition was rated as fair due to slight crumbling of concrete on top of the headwall due to road 
surface runoff. Downstream bank armoring was found failing (though noted as intact in 2016). The overall 
condition was rated as poor due to evidence of significant scouring and headwall failure. The culvert is undersized 
for storm-event flow volumes and is likely a significant cause of sediment deposition in the cove.  

Long-time residents noted that during the 2006 Mother’s Day Storm, water overtopped and crossed the road to 
the lawn of 215A North Rd before emptying into the lake at the Rt 107 Inlet Stream outlet. Installing a larger culvert 
that spans the natural channel width may prevent this safety issue from happening in the future.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RT 107 STORMWATER DRAINAGE NETWORK 

Significant ditch and road shoulder erosion, as well as road shoulder material displacement, was observed along 
the stormwater drainage network of Rt 107 from the Christmas Tree Farm driveway to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream, as 
well as from the driveway of 220 North Rd to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream. Several culverts and catch basins had 
unknown inlets and outlets (or were buried and filled in). Movement of water through the culverts/catch basins 
was unclear in several areas. Discussion with the NHDOT (David Almon, 7/13/2018) revealed that the drainage 
along this hillslope is connected through a series of catch basins and drop inlets. This stormwater network 
converges at an outlet pipe that is approximately 100 ft south of the Rt 107 Inlet Stream (identified at Site 1-14). 
The catch basins were installed in areas with little room for stormwater infiltration so that stormwater could be 
directed across the road to areas with larger drainage swales for infiltration. In the past, stormwater from the top 
of the hill of Rt 107 and the Christmas Tree Farm driveway was diverted to a cross culvert that flowed into a field, 
minimizing the volume of stormwater runoff downslope. Additional correspondence with the NHDOT (Ralph 
Sanders, 7/12/2018) noted that there is no set maintenance schedule for cleaning out these catch basins and 
culverts unless a complaint is made about blockage, though David Almon noted that the ditches are cleaned out 
every couple of years. NHDOT only applies salt on Rt 107 in winter. The following photos represent the nonpoint 
source pollution sites identified along Rt 107 that are likely contributing to sediment accumulation in the cove 
(Figure 3).  

Inlet culverts show significant headwall erosion.    Outlet headwall crumbling from road surface runoff.   
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Site 1-01 

Road runoff from Rt 107 and Iver Johnson Ln flows into the 
driveway and front lawn of 215A North Rd. Concentrated 
stormwater flowpaths were evident through the mulched 
garden beds along the fence parallel to Rt 107. Recent 
sediment deposition was found on the lawn in the photo 
foreground. Flow from the driveway and over the rock wall 
enters the catch basin, which also had recent sediment 
deposition in and around it. One inlet pipe to the catch basin 
was visible, but the source was unknown by the 
homeowners. Homeowner dug down 12” into the catch 
basin last year and hit water. Refer to Figure 4 for a diagram 
of flow routing through this area. 

 

 

Site 1-02 

The channelized portion of the Rt 107 Inlet Stream at the 
outlet to Pleasant Lake showed evidence of bank slumping 
and erosion along the stone retaining wall. Degradation of 
the wall was occurring at hydraulic pressure points as 
evidenced by loss of mortar and missing stones at outside 
bends. An artificial jetty at the outlet was also directing flows 
to the right bank, causing significant bank erosion (pictured 
bottom left). Refer to Figure 4 for a diagram of flow routing 
through this area. 
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Site 1-03 

Concentrated stormwater flowpaths were evident on either 
side of the Rt 107 culvert outlet. The left bank (if facing 
downstream) was recently stabilized with riprap. The right 
bank (pictured left) was unstable with recent gravel 
deposition from the driveway/road above. An unknown 
stormwater outflow pipe was noted at the right wingwall. 
Observed flow during dry weather suggests a groundwater 
source.  

 

Site 1-04 

Concentrated stormwater flowpath from the driveway of 
216 North Rd to the woods was observed. Runoff through 
the woods connects to the stream upstream of the road 
crossing. There was a visible stormwater entry at the stream.  

 

Site 1-05 

Significant erosion of the steep, town-owned driveway to a 
Christmas Tree Farm was observed. The north section of the 
Y intersection with Rt 107 is no longer maintained, but flows 
from the south section split north to a catch basin, which 
was found filled with sediment. Significant sediment 
deposits were found in the road ditches heading north, 
downslope along Rt 107 from the Christmas Tree Farm 
driveway. The Town grades the driveway with new material 
on a regular basis and applies sand in the winter for traction. 
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Site 1-06 

Moderate gully formation downslope from Willow Ln was 
observed. A box culvert under Willow Ln was filled with 
sediment. Stormwater flows from Willow Ln travel along a 
ditch to a small box culvert above the driveway of 211 North 
Rd. Road shoulder material displacement to the ditch was 
observed.  

 

Site 1-07 

The stretch from the south side of Rt 107 from the Christmas 
Tree Farm driveway to the 211 North Rd driveway had 
significant ditch and road shoulder erosion leading down to 
a partially buried inlet box culvert. Flows are likely directed 
across the road. Halfway along this stretch, some 
stormwater flows were directed to a catch basin that was 
found filled with stagnant water. No outlet to the culvert was 
visible, but flows are likely diverted across the road.  
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Site 1-08 

Rock wall parallel to Rt 107 was found to be channelizing 
stormwater flows to the intersection between Rt 107 and 
Iver Johnson Ln. Diverting ditch flows to a turnout in the 
natural depression to the west of Iver Johnson Rd would 
help treat stormwater before it jumps over Iver Johnson Ln 
to the stream during high flow storm events. 

 

Site 1-09 

Erosion of driveway at 220 North Rd leading to downslope 
ditch was observed. Gully formation from concentrated 
stormwater flowpaths were evident along the south side 
ditches. 
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Site 1-10 

The stretch from the north side of Rt 107 from the Christmas 
Tree Farm driveway to Willow Ln had ditch and road 
shoulder erosion leading down to a catch basin, which was 
filled with sediment. An outlet pipe from the catch basin was 
visible. Displacement of road shoulder material was 
common along Rt 107. Correspondence with the NHDOT 
(David Almon, 7/13/2018) indicates that road shoulder 
gravel is replaced when there is a significant drop-off 
(erosion) next to the pavement or when the road is repaved. 

 

Site 1-11 

The stretch from the north side of Rt 107 from the 211 North 
Rd driveway to the Winward Farm driveway had ditch and 
road shoulder erosion leading down to an inlet box culvert.  
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Site 1-12 

The stretch from the south side of Rt 107 from the 211 North 
Rd driveway to the Winward Farm driveway had ditch and 
road shoulder erosion leading down to an inlet box culvert. 
Flows are likely directed across the road.  

 

Site 1-13 

The stretch from the south side of Rt 107 from the Winward 
Farm driveway to the guardrail before the stream crossing 
had ditch and road shoulder erosion with unclear flow 
direction.  
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Site 1-14 

The stretch from the south side of Rt 107 from an outlet box 
culvert (at the guardrail before the stream crossing) to a 
concentrated flowpath through the woods to the stream 
was filled in, likely causing some backflow during flow 
events. Stormwater flow entry was evident at the stream. 
Correspondence with the NHDOT indicated that this outlet 
receives all flow from Rt 107 to the south from the stream. 
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FIGURE 3. Map of Route 107 stormwater drainage network.
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FIGURE 4. Conceptual map of water routing from Rt 107 to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream. 
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POLLUTANT LOAD ESTIMATE 

Comprehensive studies of flow and phosphorus loading from the major tributaries and direct shoreline to 
Pleasant Lake were completed in 2002 (NHDES, 2002) and 2016 (FBE, 2016). Comparing 2002 diagnostic study 
results to the 2016 land use model output showed that the 2002 diagnostic study was likely overestimating flow 
and underestimating phosphorus loading from the Rt 107 Inlet Stream (Table 1); local historical weather during 
the study period (1999-2000) for the 2002 diagnostic study showed that rainfall was higher than normal and may 
have contributed to a diluted, underestimate of the phosphorus load from the Rt 107 Inlet Stream (given similar 
in-stream phosphorus concentrations measured from 1999-2000 for the 2002 diagnostic study and from 2006-2013 
for the 2016 land use model). The NHDES Simple Method Pollutant Loading Spreadsheet Model was completed 
for this report for comparison. The total phosphorus load estimates were similar between the 2016 land use model 
and the Simple Method, but the loading from Rt 107 alone was much lower for the 2016 land use model compared 
to the Simple Method; this discrepancy is a function of the export coefficients and equations used in model 
calculations and reflects the strengths and weaknesses between the two methods.  

All loading estimates may also be greatly underestimated given that export coefficients by land cover type (e.g., 
roads, streams) for these models do not differentiate grade (e.g., steep versus level) or maintenance activities (e.g., 
applying sand or resurfacing with new materials) or altered stream geomorphic processes in response to 
undersized culverts. These factors are assumed to be accounted for by measuring in-stream phosphorus 
concentrations, but collected data are likely skewed to dry-weather, baseflow conditions when mobilization of 
phosphorus-laden sediment is not active. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the possible sediment and 
phosphorus loading to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream that could be reduced with specific improvements to the culvert 
and Rt 107, but the total sediment and phosphorus load to the cove from the Rt 107 Inlet Stream could 
conservatively be reduced by 10-37% (1,304 kg/yr or 1.4 tons/yr of sediment and 1.4-4.2 kg/yr of phosphorus).  

 

TABLE 1. Summary of study or model results estimating phosphorus loading to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream to Pleasant Lake.  

Study 
Total Load from 

Rt 107 Inlet 
Stream (kg/yr) 

Load from Rt 
107 to Inlet 

Stream (kg/yr) 

% Rt 107 to 
Inlet Stream 

Load Reduction 

Measured In-
Stream 

Phosphorus (ppb) 

NHDES (2002) – Diagnostic Study 5.3 -- -- 11 

FBE (2016) – Land Use Model 13.9 1.4 10 13 

Simple Method 11.4 4.2 37 -- 

 

SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The investigation of the Rt 107 Inlet Stream drainage revealed several issues equally contributing to the sediment 
loading problem to the south cove of Pleasant Lake.  

• The culvert is undersized for the stream's water flow volume during storm events. Significant debris 
(wood, organic matter, sediment) upstream of the culvert with formation of multiple chutes was evidence 
of high flow volumes moving through the system and backing up before the culvert. Channelization at the 
outlet was found to be exacerbating degradation processes, causing bank slumping of the lawn along the 
retaining wall. 

• Addition of new surface materials to road shoulders and driveways was found displaced, washed-out, or 
eroded. David Almon, NHDOT, noted that road shoulder material is replaced when a significant drop-off 
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forms near to the pavement. The Town also regularly regrades the Christmas Tree Farm driveway with 
new material and applies sand in winter. 

• Roadside ditch and driveway erosion along both hillslopes of Rt 107 to the stream was significant. Many 
culverts and catch basins had unknown inlets and outlets (or were buried and filled in). Movement of water 
through culverts/catch basins was unclear in several areas. 

A restructuring of the stormwater drainage network to the Rt 107 Inlet Stream may be required to alleviate the 
sedimentation issues. Engineered designs are needed for specific recommendations and cost estimates. The 
following provides general recommendations for reducing sedimentation of the cove and improving aquatic 
habitat: 

• Replace the existing culvert with a larger, open-bottom arched culvert or bridge that is appropriately-sized 
for storm flows (e.g., at least channel-width) and provides a continuous, natural bottom. Consult an 
engineer for design specifications that meet both hydraulic and biological needs. 

• Work with the Town and the Christmas Tree Farm owners to determine best management practices for 
improving and maintaining the gravel driveway. Suggestions include multiple open-top culverts to divert 
flows to the grassed field or paving the driveway. 

• Reconfigure the stormwater drainage network along Rt 107. Suggestions include stabilizing ditches and 
road shoulders with riprap and/or check dams in grassed drainage swales and installing larger inlet and 
outlet culverts with enhanced dry well systems.  

• Secure funding to address identified sites (e.g., NHDES 319 implementation grants). 
• Conduct storm monitoring by deploying a multi-sensor sonde (turbidity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, 

specific conductance, water depth, and pH) during a major rain event and taking multiple grab samples for 
key nutrients before, during, and after the storm event. These data will provide insight to the sediment-
flow and nutrient-flow dynamics of the Rt 107 Stream Inlet. Repeat this monitoring methodology before 
and after improvements to assess the impact. 
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ATTACHMENT 1: REPRESENTATIVE REACH PHOTOS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Facing downstream (Reach 1).   

Facing upstream (Reach 1).   

Artificial jetty at outlet to Rt 107 Inlet Stream (Reach 1).   

Lawn slumping behind retaining wall (Reach 1).   

Collapsing left bank retaining wall (Reach 1).   Collapsing right bank retaining wall (Reach 1).   
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Facing upstream (Reach 2).   Collapsing left bank (Reach 2).   

Gravel deposition from Rt 107 (Reach 2).   Facing downstream looking at inlet culvert (Reach 3).   

Evidence of overbank deposition of sediment and 
woody debris (Reach 3).   

Debris pile on left bank (Reach 3).   
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Significant wood, organic matter, and sediment 
deposition (Reach 4).   

Evidence of bank scour and leaning trees (Reach 4).   

Evidence of sediment deposition (foreground) and chute 
formation from the left along the right bank (Reach 4).   

Pathway of chute water over man-made stone wall 
along right bank (Reach 4).   

Facing upstream (Reach 5).   Facing downstream (Reach 5).   
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Evidence of overbank deposition and debris build-up in 
flatter grade, pool-run channel (Reach 6).   

Chute transforming to multi-channels (Reach 6).   

Mid-channel bars in riffle-run channel (Reach 7).   Some debris dams evident (Reach 7).   

Chute formation (Reach 6).   Fresh sand deposition in overbank zone 
(Reach 6).   
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Narrow channel through sensitive fern 
wetland (Reach 8).   

Mucky channel bottom (Reach 8).   

Significant bank scour and undercutting (Reach 9).   Channel confined by man-made rock wall (Reach 9).   

Evidence of channel widening that undermined rooting 
system of large tree (Reach 9).   

Cobble/boulder bottom through riffle-run channel that 
was not flowing but was moist with aquatic vegetation 
attached to rocks (Reach 9).   
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Facing upstream. Narrow channel with 
unconsolidated bottom fed by headwater 
wetlands and ephemeral drainages 
(Reach 10).   

Facing downstream (Reach 10).   


